3 Key Benefits of Contour Light
A High in-Demand Weight Loss Treatment Program
With the advancement in Medical Technology and better understanding of the non-invasive fat
removal, method has brought revolutionary change in the cosmetic surgery market in the last ten
years. Many people are moving towards the non-surgical methods that are easy and require a
shorter recovery time. Contour Light treatment has evolved into a highest in-demand aesthetic
treatment to reduce fat and get the sculpted toned look. Log on to
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/contour-light-key-strengths to learn about the benefits of
contour light treatment.
1. Contour Light strengthens collagen and elastin fibres to tone and tighten the skin
As we age, a vast majority of changes that occur in our skin occur in the dermis, which can
lose from 20-80% of its thickness during the aging process. This is the result of changes in
the Fibroblasts, the cells responsible for collagen, which provides structure, and elastin,
which keeps the skin flexible and firm. Contour light LED stimulates fibroblasts to release
Adenosine Triphosphate or ATP to enhance the metabolism, cell regeneration, and optimize
fat energy. Because of this, Contour light has the potential to smooth overall skin tone,
minimize fine lines and wrinkles, restore sun-damaged skin, heal blemishes and lighten
stretch marks and scars.
2. The Results can be Remarkable and Visible with just One Treatment
Contour light treatment is available at all health clubs, dermatologist clinic, medical spas and
beauty salons. This treatment has to done in sequence of short sessions to maintain and
accomplish the anti-aging results. Clinical studies have shown that it takes at least eight
weeks to see visible results. However, if you follow healthy diet, exercise regularly and drink
plenty of water, you can achieve great results with just one treatment.
3. Contour light is completely safe, painless and non invasive
You can feel slight warming sensation, but no pain or discomfort. Some of the people find it
very enjoying and relaxing. It is completely safe if you adhere to the instructions given. Some
of which have discussed below:
1. Contour light is very bright and not recommended glancing at the beam for a longer
period. For safety reasons, it is advisable to wear appropriate safety glasses.
2. Pregnancy- There is still no proof of any harm to an unborn child. However, there
are no safety tests done, so proper care if it should not use directly over the
developing foetus. It may consider for the treatment of back pain on pregnant
women.
3. We suggests that you should go for a skin sensitivity test first before using any light
therapy device because different people respond differently to light treatment.
4. It should not apply in Epilepsy patients.

Are You Prone to
Overthinking?
This short extract relates to people who tend to lose their curiosity at
certain age and become prone to Overthinking.1 min
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Do you find it incredibly difficult to make a decision, whether it’s what you should
have for breakfast, what kind of iPhone case to get, what to say in an e-mail or text
message, or what college you should attend?

Most of us fall victim to some degree of overthinking: heavily weighing every single
option before making a move, focusing on minute details of a situation and ignoring
the big picture, or choking under pressure when doing something we already know
we are good at.
Over thinking happens as we grow older and as our curious, child-like brains become
packed with rational, concrete knowledge. When we’re young, our brains are at the
peak of curiosity, making billions of connections every minute and soaking up
information like a sponge.

It’s important to encourage children’s sense of curiosity with creative and imaginative
environments, like art or music. As there’s no right or wrong way to be creative,
children are free to guess solutions and use their natural sense of wonderment
without being reprimanded.

Top 3 Facts of Leading Action Adventure
Game
A big action game full of blockbuster thrills epic adventures and dazzling
visions.
Grand Theft Auto action adventure game is one of the most accepted and extensively played games
of all time around the world. It can incorporate with open-world game play with a character driven
narrative. Around 17.5 million copies of GTA Vice City have sold so far making it one of the
bestselling video games all over the world. If you are fond of action and open world games then we
definitely recommend this Vice City action adventure third-person shooter video game. The GTA
Vice City game download is safe and free of malware and viruses. For optimal performance, we
recommend re-booting your device after downloading and closing other applications when playing
Grand Theft Auto Vice city. You must have at least 1.5 GB of free space before installing it.
To celebrate its 10 years anniversary, Rock star present Grand Theft Auto Vice City to mobile devices
with variety of special facts, which are as follows:
1. Can be played on multiple platforms
Our communication app is adaptable on multiple platforms to cater the needs of different
set of people. In the video game industry, cross platform play is becoming more prominent
to provide a safe and consistent environment for its players.
2. Compatible with the MOGA wireless Game controller and select USB gamepads
Mobile gaming on both Android and IOS phones has become a rather significant occurrence.
As more top quality console emulators and VR platforms emerge, more games that are
mobile require some kind of controller. Many of these controllers are consistent with PC and
IOS, giving you an opportunity to use them for an even extensive selection of games. This
controller is well constructed and supply ample palm grips for players with large hands. On
top of this, the controller has a Mobile boost USB port through which you can connect your
Android to your TV to play on a big screen and enjoy the gaming experience, all while
charging your Smartphone.
3. Immersion with tactile effects
User experiences can feel lifeless, secluded and disconnected with minimal interaction of
people with digital technology. Immersion’s tactile presence solution communicates sense
of physical presence to interactive mobile experiences. Users can detect the remote actions

of another through the application of dynamic tactile effects that apprehend and
communicate emotive facts.

3 Best Used Cars to Buy On a Budget
First Choice for Mediocre Customers
Finding a solid used car can be a daunting task. It can be difficult to know from where to start when
you are looking for an inexpensive, reliable used car and have a budget that is under $10000.
However, if you research carefully, you can find many used cars that can be fun to drive, safe and
economical at the same time. Prestige Auto Sales is a source of providing high quality used cars in

Modesto, CA. We have listed here some of the best-used cars under $10000 that can help you in
purchasing right vehicle of your choice.
1. 2010 Ford Focus
Since its launch, the Ford Focus has been the most popular car in the small car segment, and
2010 model is a big deal. It can please everyone with its sleek, sophisticated look and great
gas mileage. It provides the kind of ride and handling usually related with the sports car. The
Ford is the best used family vehicle and the greatest deals under $10000.
2. 2013 Honda Fit
With an amazingly flexible interior and impressive cargo space, the Honda Fit is a small car
with big adventures. It is a five doors, front-engine, and front - wheel drive B-segment
subcompact car. Car model (2013) is fun to drive, very economical, reliable and safe deal. It
functions excellently as a city car but also shines on secondary roads heading out to the
country. It is a great choice for those looking for an inexpensive, fuel-efficient hatchback that
does not feel like a rental car.
3. 2014 Chevrolet Impala Limited LTZ
With stylish safety, spacious refinement on the inside, and performance all through, Impala
is a full-size car designed to help you drive to the top. U.S. News and World Report rank the
Chevrolet Impala #6 in large Cars. Car model (2014) is a safe and comfortable choice for
families who needs a big car. The most handsomely designed, with a roomy, well-trimmed
cabin. The Impala also has the latest electronics standard, including a Wi-Fi hotspot and an
8.0-inch touch screen with Apple Car Play and Android Auto. It is a solid car inside and out
and the V-6 is a great Power train and gets almost 30 mpg highway. The 300 HP V6 paired
with the six speed automatic is a pleasure to drive.

4 Smart Tips to Look before Choosing
the Best VPN
The Most Systematic Way to Pick up the Right VPN
In today’s digital age, online security is much essential and there are over three hundred of VPN
tunnelling software on the market now. It is very desirable to figure out your need and get the best
deal. Our four tips will guide you what to look for in a VPN and how to choose the best one.
1. Figure out what you need VPN for
Whether you are going to need a small server for your office network or planning on
streaming movies online or more likely to browse safely and connect to cloud based services
like social networking and email, then you need a VPN service provider. Kodi VPN is the
best service provider, which offers high speed, reliable connections, and unlimited
bandwidth. We provide excellent security and have servers located all over the world.
2. Check which Devices are Compatible
While choosing best VPN you will find that most VPN support the main platform of
Windows, Android, Linux, ios and Mac, while some VPN are not available on all platforms.
To select best VPNs you must ensure that your VPN has an app and platform for better
accessibility. It is very important to find out the number of devices it can connect. Our best
VPNs are compatible with all the devices and can installed on a broad range of platforms like
desktop computers, mobile devices and the Amazon fire stick TV as well.
3. Find a VPN with a User-Friendly Interface
The setup of various VPN apps available on the play store are quite complex and need much
effort to use. Our VPN app looks straightforward and even non-tech savvy individuals can
use it without any complexity. It is an excellent interface and it good colours and transitions
will have long lasting appeal to your eyes. Our special add-on features helps to enhance user
experience with the ability to download music, media, movie of your choice right on the
homepage.
4.

Look at Each VPN Qualities
There are many VPN companies out there, all offering something a little different. It is
important to prioritize your needs in order to match theirs. Every user will have different
requirements. We have designed the software, considering the essential needs of the users
such as speed, encryption, anonymity and unblocking websites.

5 Important Factors to consider before
buying Body Contouring Devices
The Right Way to Select Latest Innovative De vices
With the advent of non-surgical body contouring treatments, the demand for body contouring
devices are increasing, many customers are increasingly turning towards these alternatives that
offer amazing results with no downtime and minimal or no health risks. There are many factors to
think carefully before making an investment in capital devices to assure it is best for your needs, and
provides a good business model. We have highlighted here five factors which will guide in your
decision making process.
1. Wavelength
The most important factor of body contouring devices is Machine’s wavelength that has to
focus carefully. It is responsible for overall machine strength. A low wavelength and higher
frequency is very beneficial. A high wavelength and lower frequency is not as beneficial and
does not give optimum results. The Contour light produces up to 100 times more light
energy than competing systems in the body contouring market, at the 635 nm wavelength.
The fat cells bathed in the highest level of 635 nm energy, providing the highest amount of
light to penetrate into the adipose tissue effectively. This results in the incineration of body
fat.
2. Potency and Strength
Selection of good quality body contouring devices depends on how much power it
generates. Some device uses 6 watts while some may use more than 46 watts. The device,
which utilizes more watts, is less productive whereas the device with fewer watts shows
more productivity. You can log on to https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/contour-lightkey-strengths to get more details.
3. Mobility
While selecting the appropriate body contouring devices, we should think about the mobility
of device. Because of the configuration of the body contouring devices done such a way that
they are more mobile than others are. A wide variety of brands is available in the body
contouring market. Some are lightweight and small while others are large and bulky. Some
models have wheels attached to make movement of the device easy. Some devices have
disassembled properties, which can be packed and carried. There are devices that are not
easy to disassemble and therefore show no movement.
4. Maintenance Costs
Body Contouring devices sustain no consumable costs as only a small amount of special gel is
needed for lubrication of the treatment area. This device simply enhances customer ease of
use and comfort level. It does not require additional costly consumables such as return
electrode, single- use treatment tips that affects the cost of treatment.

5. Heat Management
Regular temperature checks using a laser-guided thermometer supplied with the body
contouring devices assures that correct degree of temperature kept at a comfortably warm
level (39-42) degree Celsius.

2018’s Most Captivating Digital
Marketing Trends
The key to remain on the peak of the trends is to figure out the right type of
digital marketing strategy.
In this, high-tech current era, Traditional marketing has taken a backseat, and Digital
marketing has evolved as the present and future of the marketer. Here are few emerging
digital marketing trends that you will like to watch.

1. Mobile Marketing
Nowadays, Mobile marketing is considered as the most effective marketing strategy
to promote a product, business or service. Stand in a public place, observe the crowd
Around you and you will find people always remain glued to their mobile device. It is
the most widely used technology in the world which has given impetus to mobiledependent business model like Whatsapp, Messenger, which provides platform for
better customer relationships and thus helps in distinguishing you from your
competitors. It will be the most perfect choice for marketers to engage with their
brands in the long run.
2. Content Marketing
In today’s era, customers want to feel special and cared for. Their prime focus is to
get the most valuable asset. For example, if the customer wants to buy a car, he will
go on researching different websites, until he gets the quality product at an
affordable price. Content marketing focuses on building a strong trust, by providing
high-quality, relevant content which will convince them to purchase a product and
promote your business to reach new heights. Today, it is executed by many leading
organizations in the world like Microsoft, P&G etc. as well as small businesses.
3. Review Marketing
Online reviews are playing an important role to influence brand’s status. 91% of
consumers are reading online reviews whether it is to purchase a product, online
booking etc. 78% consumers says, “It helps in making purchase decisions as they are
confronted with a huge variety of products to choose from.” In 2018, I feel like,
Review marketing should be contemplated as one of the top priority for marketers
to improve their sales and generate maximum number of leads.

It is expected that, these emerging trends will have remarkable growth in the future.

Talk of the Town, High Park
Mysore
This amazing food joint is a very fine revolving restaurant especially
in South India in Mysore with cool atmosphere and delicious variety
of food. 1 min
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When customers choose to visit a restaurant, they are looking for a memorable
gastronomically experience. This experience depends on the quality, freshness, and
taste of food; the decor, ambience and hygiene level; and, the staff courtesy and
prompt service, among the other parameters. Customer feedback is vital in the
restaurant trade. It provides restaurateurs with insight on how they can improve their
food, services and deliver a great dining experience to customers. Restaurant owners
effectively gauge how their patrons perceive their eatery can use these Customer
survey.

1. Does the Restaurant have a sufficient selection of
healthy choices?

This is an amazing place to dine with your loved ones. Live counters to serve hot
food were perfect for breezy evening.

1.
Fantastic buffet facility spread at Mysore. Good place for food lovers. It is a Refreshing
place with variety of mixed cuisine menu (North Indian, South Indian, Chinese,
Barbecue, Chaats, desserts, starters, and soups) at reasonable cost. Buffet food served
fresh and hot. Monday and Thursday veg buffet while rest of the days both veg and
non-veg food served. Food is good and healthy and you will surely go out with a full
tummy. Sudeshna Banerjee, Jan 20, 2018

2. How would you rate the Cleanliness and Ambience of
the Restaurant?

High Park is a one-of-its -kind restaurant boasting a unique feature of dining under
the star-lit sky. The revolving deck has a speed control mechanism allowing a full
revolution of 60 minutes. So by the time you are done with food, you mostly will
complete one full rotation.

1.
This is a unique open-air revolving restaurant. You will feel like you are on the top of
Mysore. The lighting of Mysore Palace can see from here, which lasts for about an hour
on weekends. Its 360-degree rotating table was amazing. The restaurant looks well
maintained with amenities like music, on-screen videos, Photo booth, few games and
props for children are the major attractions, which will keep you occupied. Sushma Jain,
Feb 19, 2018

3. Would You Recommend this Restaurant to Family or
Friends?

1.
Definitely, Yes I would recommend. It is a lovely restaurant to spend your evening with
family and friends. Great peaceful atmosphere and wonderful experience on the
rotating platform have a great dine experience overlooking the Mysore city. It is a
different place from the ordinary restaurants. Mukesh Gupta, March 13, 2018.

4. What did you like best about the Food and Services?

1.
Great revolving restaurant specially preferred for birthday parties and small functions
and unlimited buffet. Your wished food and hot drinks on revolving stage was just
awesome. All types of beverages, cocktails, mock-tails is available. Desserts, chaats,
BBQ was good. Staffs were very good in terms of serving and co-operate with the
customers. Mayank Shah, Jan 2, 2018

5. What is the conclusion of the survey?

Drawing conclusions from the survey results is one of the last steps in conducting a
survey. The conclusion serves as the researcher's final say on the subject of the
survey.
High Park is a great place for an outdoor experience, and you can enjoy the nighttime
in Mysore. It has all the amenities, revolving table and projector, nice view of Mysore
city, food with buffet system which has both veg and non-veg menu. Two days fixed
for veg buffet. Overall, I suggest everyone to try this at least once in Mysore and make
your experience a memorable one. Usha Ganeriwal, 27th June 2018.

Top 4 Important Ingredients of Great
Action Game
Best known action games of all time
The latest Mobile technologies have given rise to so many awesome action games in the Google Play
Stores. They can play on any platform and are great way to keep our blood pumping, the fingers
moving, and test our reflexes and wits. In today’s gaming, world action violent adventurous games
are gaining popularity and considered as effective way to get out frustrations in a healthy way. Here
are three important ingredients that make Gta Vice City game a top choice among the best-selling
video games in the world.
1. Great Story

Narrative and good storytelling acts as a vital mechanism for creating an engaging high
quality game. Greed, money, lust, crime incorporated together, which makes the game more
entertaining, intuitive and fantastic in its sheer variety. Its music playlists, the imitation of
celebrities, the captivating antiheroes, the polygonal landscape that impersonate real cities
make it all-time favourite and better than almost any other medium.
2. Great Game play
Well-designed solid game play is an important tool in achieving a good game. Often times,
people want to play these games during their free time. Gta Vice city game is simple and to
the point, but remains fun and challenging at the same time. The rewards given are quick
keeping in mind the range of abilities required and appropriate skill level to solve a game
problem. The game structure is logical and allow for a variety of interaction with the
environment. The game environment provides good space for the player to explore.
3. Great Art Style
Graphics are essential and building block of good video game. It is what the player sees. The
character, the lighting plays significance role in the look and feel of the game. Photorealism
is one of the most essential aspects of nowadays games. Our games boosted realistic visual
experience, which makes a game fun and interesting to play. The game art style is designed
keeping story perspective in mind.
4. The Player should work for it
The game needs to be challenging and user must feel sense of accomplishment when they
finishes it. Every individual desires to win a game, and hence there must be a goal to reach.
The challenging goals, interesting decisions, good rewards, balance between the player and
the game play make our game stand out from others.

4 Things to consider before buying a
Used Car
A Smart Approach to Buy Budget Cars
With the growing number of middle class population, the market for used cars has received a
tremendous boost. Picking up the right quality vehicle from a wide variety of vehicles at affordable
prices is a pretty big deal. To help you achieve right knowledge and resources, here are four things
you need to know before buying a used car.
1. Research Used Cars
Considering the advancement of internet technology and growing value of convenience,
buyers and sellers prefer to move online to access greater information and resources before
making important decisions. If you are planning to purchase a quality used car near
Modesto, CA, then you can begin your search through our online portals ‘Prestige Auto

Sales’ where you can find “Best cars from a variety of today’s top automakers” to “Best cars
that fits your needs and budget”. We serve high quality used cars in Modesto, CA at a
huge discounted price compared to new vehicle.
2. Price Evaluation
Make a decision on the exact make and model you wish to purchase. Check the advertised
price against the market price on information portals like the Prestige Auto Sales. These
portals have price guides to determine trade-in values and retail values. You can use any of
these pricing guides to get an estimate of what vehicle model is worth purchasing. Frank
Paonessa, Director of sales says,” We have developed a pay system which helps the
customer to select a car of best value, and which fits to their needs and price range.”
3. Locate
You have to stay focused and be particular about the model you are looking for. If you keep
on changing the vehicle, you have to do all of the research and price evaluation on that
model again. This will consume a lot of time you will not believe it. You can also obtain
digital pictures from our site that you can look at them before you make a decision to
physical inspect the car to meet specific standards.
4. Inspection
We provide history check and safety recall report on the vehicle. If a car shows any damage,
you will not find it at our showroom. Our inspection process guarantees that each car passes
multi-point inspections and is trouble free. Every used car we sell deserves the Prestige Auto
sales quality certified trademark.

Enhance your Network Traffic with
Current Trends in Viral Marketing
The most successful and cost effective strategy to promote your
product
With the revolutionary changing in the business scenario and cutting edge technology in
recent times, a lot of marketing techniques has evolved which are cost-efficient and focuses
mainly on obtaining more attention from the customers. Viral marketing is one such
technique, which is trending these days. It is an ‘Electronic Word of Mouth Marketing’. In
today’s world, with the advent of digital media many new marketing possibilities have come
up for businesses to spread messages faster and more efficiently like viruses. It is a very
productive technique to enhance the brand name of the organization and helps the
consumers to share their experiences about brands, products and services with the help of
social networking sites.

Different types of Viral Marketing


Incentivized Viral Marketing
It is a type of Viral Marketing’s technique used by most organization in which users
are offered rewards for either spreading a message along or providing someone
else’s address. It is the most powerful way to increase company referrals as people
rewarded for their action taken.

 Pass along Content
It is the most standard and crudest type of viral marketing used mostly
by religious communities and commercial organizations. These types of
strategy design a chain letters in the form of messages, placed at the
bottom of the email. It encourages the readers to forward the messages
to others. It uses short catchy messages and funny video clips that
people want to pass along or share with others.
 Edgy Gossip/ Buzz Marketing
This type of marketing generally has ads and messages that generate controversies,
thus leading to gossip or topic of discussion. I t indirectly helps businesses get the
attention of the public.

 Undercover Marketing
It is a Buzz or Stealth Marketing. It is marketing techniques that concentrate on
hidden marketing activities. It involves advertising a product to consumers without
making them realize that they marketed. The main objective of undercover
marketing is not to produce instant sales, but to initiate interest and eagerness that
will make consumers more responsive to direct advertising later. Companies
generally place their products in movies and television shows, and signs agreement
deals with celebrities to promote products. It is the most effective strategy as it
creates awareness about a new product that has not extensively advertised yet.

 User-Managed Database
This is a organised form of viral marketing where online service provider provides a
database through which users create and manage their own lists of contacts. They
invite other members to join their communities, thus creating a viral, selfpropagating chain of contacts that extend naturally and motivate others to sign up
also.

Elements of Viral Marketing
Some Viral Marketing Strategies work better than others do. Below are six elements,
which must be included in your viral marketing strategy to make it more effective
and get powerful results.
1. Gives away valuable products or services
Nowadays companies are figuring the best and most beneficial way to boost
sales of their product is to give them away free. Getting a gift related to the
product provoked people to talk about it 20% more than coupons and
rebates. People recognize getting something free as a gain while coupons and
rebates did not make much difference. Consumers evaluate luxury good with
gift as a higher quality product and are ready to pay more for the good on its
own. While heavily, discounted good considered to be of low value.
2. Provides for effortless transfer to others
One of the best ways to enhance customer loyalty is to give people a real feel
for the product through plenty of high quality visuals that include a 360degree view, with concise and clear instructions, complete descriptions and
details. Create digital instructions videos for your product. The messages for
communication purposes should transfer easily without any degradation. All
these initiatives can make customer experience as hassle free as possible and
can increase the percentage of pass along rate from person to person.

3. Scales easily from small to very large
In order to make your viral campaign more successful, the media you choose
to use for your viral marketing must be scalable and it should include both
small and large campaigns. This will help you spread your company’s message
more effectively with more variety of options to your audience.
4. Exploit common motivations and behaviours
Everyone wants to feel important, loved, popular and understood. This greed
will drive people to communicate to more and more people thus generating
web traffic. The marketing strategy designed which draws upon these
common motivations and behaviours is a definite plus for raising the viral
marketing campaign.
5. Utilize every possible communication networks
With the advancement in internet technology, social networking sites are
gaining popularity and consider as the most successful way to make your
company brand reach millions of people with just the click of a button. It will
yield more visitors quickly and will develop strong network of relationships.
6. Take advantage of other resources
It is essential to use other resources to get the word out to make your viral
marketing campaign on the top. Posting free articles and blogs, placing text
or graphic links on other websites will make them seen by hundreds of
thousands of readers thus creating exponential growth in your message
communications and form superior strategy to pitch your products with less
efforts and costs than those required by the traditional marketing
techniques.

Viral Marketing tactics that work
Here are key Viral marketing tactics that have worked before, and will work for you.
1. Think outside of traditional Marketing
In today’s digital world, traditional marketing has taken a backseat as
more and more companies are trying to develop innovative methods to
place their product in front of their target audience. This type of modern
business marketing plan generates a lot more consumer attention. These
days’ people want interaction and social media permit for interaction and
have global reach where everyone can see how well you retort to
customers. Traditional marketing has very less or no interaction with your
customers.

2. Bring your marketing into the real world
In this age of digital era, real world consumers desire to have product and
services that suit their needs, with relevant and hassle-free buying
experience. Brands should keep each person’s need and buying process in
mind in order to engage these consumers. With the origin of social media,
there is a continuously bombardment of emails, messages, blog posts etc.
Marketers need to plan their activities according to person’s interest and
behaviour and offer tailored and seamless messages and content to drive
optimum results for their business.
3. Take your product to extremes
Consumers want a very durable and reliable product. Taking your product
to extreme testing will figure out the problems of the product. It will
create awareness about how to deal with system failures and protect
users. You can have an idea of the expected life of your product. The
main purpose of all of this is to build and deliver useful products that
people want to buy and it should contribute to profits somewhere in the
company.
4. Team up with unlikely Partners
When two unlikely partners teamed up, they can leverage each other
resources, skills and abilities, which lead to increased value of products
and services. A robust partnership allows the business to expand and hold
each other responsibility and explore business avenues much more than
they could have achieved alone. Collaborating with a corporation offered
increased visibility of their brand and services.
5. There should be a brand message in the content
To succeed in today’s digital world, marketers rely on written and visual
content to educate, entertain, inform and cater the needs of their target
audience. Well-developed content has become an important marketing
tool to convey a company’s brand message that attracts the right
customers to your business.
6. Go for the emotional connect
It is desirable to connect with people on an emotional level to establish
network of relationships for personal as well as professional growth.
When you share your personal narratives, show your emotions you build
a profound and lasting impact on a product’s relationship and lay the
foundation of strength, trust and security with its audience. It enhances
your brand’s marketing communication skills as you learn how to

communicate and reciprocate with each other. Personal bonding with the
brands is essential aspect from an emotional, as well as a practical
perspective as 50% of an audience’s belief about a product driven by
emotion. Listening is an important factor to connect with customers as it
builds trust with customers. Try to use their language while marketing the
product, which implies that we have listened, heard and ready to respond
to them.
7. Video Marketing
Video is an effective tool for improving website traffic and keeping
visitors engaged on a site longer. A brand uses video marketing to
promote their products on social media and other content platforms to
win sales and educate users and 76 percent of marketers say that it
works. Video is more compelling than email campaigns and digital ads as
it allows brands to tell a better story and viewers can explore each
product more through the links given. Video has more power that is
convincing to show and pitch products and convert visitors into leads.
Successful Viral marketing campaign must use alternative marketing
tactics that is genuine, community-driven, authentic and transparent.
Focus on innovative techniques, provide necessary tools and involve
consumers in the brand conversation.

4 factors to check while selecting the Right
VPN Provider
Stay connected with most Secured and Reliable VPN Provider
After signing up for a VPN service, your VPN provider must ensure that data is concealed using
encryption so that only you and the VPN server can read it. However, it is technically possible for
your VPN provider to record your IP address and access all the websites you visit on the internet. For
this reason, you should have full faith on the VPN provider you use.
Here are four factors that will help you to choose from the many VPN providers out there.
1. Privacy
The first thing to check out is how your personal information is stored. Your collected
personal information should not share at all. We are strongly committed to the security of
your personal information. A VPN for Kodi will encrypt and anonymize all your web traffic
in our secure firewall protected servers, so any third parties, hackers will not spy on your
browsing and online activities. We keep only a small amount of connection logs for a limited
period. We do not store any IP address or your individual activities.
2. Location
It is very essential for VPN provider to have multiple servers in different locations to access
location-specific content. More servers’ means that you are less likely to pull into a VPN
server fully overloaded to the brim with internet traffic. We have numerous servers in
diverse locations so no matter even you go to the remote place you will find a nearby server.
Our app allows the users to access all geo-blocked content and channels restricted to US
viewers.
3. Reliable Customer Service
You must look for a VPN that provide carefully assembled service, which is easy to learn and
perform well. We provide different customer support options like 24/7 live chat, ticketing
system/email, and social media presence.
4. Payment Plan
How you prefer to pay is important when looking for a VPN. Prices depend on VPN features
and subscription length. We offer up to 23 different payment options (including Bit coin),
and subject to British Virgin Island laws (no jurisdiction here for the NSA!).
5. Money Back Guarantee Plan
Money-back guarantee is a best way to assure that you get full refund of the product if you
think this is not the right one for you. We offer 30 days money-back guarantee plan.

Unique Introduction(Headline) for Fontana News
1. A look at Fontana High School's major accomplishments: UC Riverside has admitted nearly
70 students from Fohi's 2021 class.
2. Four Fontana high school students honored as 2021 Dell Scholarship winners, receiving an
award of $20,000 each.
3. COVID-19 Pandemic- On April 10, Ar-Rahman Islamic Center in Fontana will provide free
food to the needy.
4. COVID-19 Vaccine Updates- San Bernardino County calls for pause on Johnson and Johnson
Vaccine after adverse reactions reported.
5. Fontana: Construction began in full swing on traffic signal project at Valley Boulevard and
Oleander Avenue.
6. Fontana Arts Programs presents the first-ever Virtual Talent Show for Gen Z, with gift card
prizes to make a difference in their lives during the COVID-19 pandemic.
7. The Chaffey College Foundation awarded a $1.3 million grant to fund the Fontana-based
InTech Center.
8. Ramadan, Islam's holy month of fasting, celebrated all over the world.
9. Teacher Recruitment Registration Information- The annual teacher recruitment fair hosted
by the San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools (SBCSS) is now accepting
applications from eligible applicants.

(Logo)

Garden’s
Need
Gardening adds Years to your Life and Life to your Years!

[Images and Designs of Gardens]

Garden’s Need
Karol Bagh, Delhi

GST No. 09AIEPM7621D1ZD

Nature gives us plants…
We help you add to their beauty!

Company Overview :( @ designer makes a good design for it
(Vision, Values, and Mission)

Vision:
To be an Organization that provides innovative products in order to create wow
experiences and profitability for all stakeholders with genuineness.

Values: Passion, Service, Wealth, Genuineness
Mission:
We are pleased to announce that Gardens Need will reach its aim of Rs. 200 crore by
2023.

About Us
Garden's Need is a one-of-a-kind company that specializes in gardening products, tools, and
utilities that are centered on the stars of your garden tale — your plants!
With its elegant products and prompt customer service, the company has built a good
name, a wide reach, and a comprehensive product line. It was founded in 1979 in New Delhi
and is the preferred choice of both garden enthusiasts and professionals.

Our Goals
Our goal is to provide garden solutions that make your greens comfortable so that they
thrive and establish their own identity, add beauty and bring you happiness.

Our Story (@designer- insert a photograph from your company's past)
Every plant tells a story. It is an expression of life force, and a testament to the creativity
and power of Nature.
Our love and passion for these little bundles of green joy reflect into our work and offerings
and that’s why we are one of the most admired brands for garden lovers the world over!
(@designer- Put an icon for each bullet point)









More than 4 decades of experience
State-of-the-art set up with a production area of 65,000 sq. ft.
500+ classy designs
500+ dedicated team members
Presence in 130+ cities and towns in India
Retail footprint of 3000+ channel partners
Helped garden enthusiasts add 10 million plants to their spaces globally in the last
year

Our Achievements:
Garden’s Need has been awarded Certificate of Excellence by International Product
& Service Awards for The Best Brand of the Year – Plastic Planters.
(@designer Insert Scan copy of Certificate)

Our Services
A little amount of green may do wonders for your energy and mood! Use our lowmaintenance and colorful plant collection to brighten your day.
We offer a large variety of products that add beauty to your garden. We believe in
cultivating happiness. We are a one-stop solution for all your garden accessories and
decorative products.
Garden’s Need is the leading Manufacturer and Exporter of











Hanging Planters
Plastic Pots
Stack Planters
Round Planter
Square Planters
Rectangular Planter
Hanging Baskets
Flower Pot
Water Gun
And many more options to choose from…

Founder of Garden’s Need

Garden’s Need is led by Mr Gautam Malhotra who ensures utmost proficiency and
commitment when it comes to delivering to the client.
[Gautam Malhotra, Photograph]
“Quality is remembered long after the price is forgotten”
Mr. Siddharth Malhotra- Yet to provide Credentials
[Siddharth Malhotra Photograph]
“Gardening is how I relax. It’s another form of creating and playing with colors.”
Mrs. Bhawna Malhotra- Yet to provide Credentials
[Bhawna Malhotra Photograph]
“If you’ve never experienced the joy of accomplishing more than you can imagine, plant a
garden.”

Why Choose Us?
With decades of in-depth experience and expertise, we have been catering to the
requirements of households, corporates, government offices, schools, the hotel industry,
banquet halls, airports, railway stations, metros, farmhouses, public spaces, and community
areas.
A Few Good Reasons Why Our product has made way into the hearts of customers and in
the markets because:
Sustainability
Over the years, we have recycled 1 lakh kg of plastic, putting us on the path to sustainability.
Long Lasting
We follow a regular maintenance schedule to keep our garden items in good operating
order and extend their lifespan.
Easy to Handle
Having the correct garden products may make your gardening time easier and more
pleasurable. Our products are light weight and need minimal strength to use.
Easy to Maintain
Garden Products that are well-maintained perform better. Our products are designed to
take little work and are simple to maintain.
Excellent Quality
Our careful attention to detail is unparalleled, and the finishing touches represent our
professionalism. We deliver high-quality workmanship on every product.

Economical Rates
We understand that everyone desires a small piece of nature. Our products are affordable
and easy to obtain.
Tested & Guaranteed
Heat, humidity, rain, and wear and tear are all factors that GARDEN's Need Products must
be able to handle. All of the components that are essential to the product's quality and
reliability are subjected to rigorous testing and quality standards.
In-house Expertise
The award-winning team at Garden's Need employs their talents and tools to successfully
and efficiently offer excellent products, with years of public relations experience in the
garden industry.
Timely Delivery
We believe that reliable service is the foundation of client pleasure. Every project will be
completed on schedule and with high quality workmanship.

Our Products



















ROUND PLANTER
TABLE TOP
PLASTIC PLANTERS
FIBER PLANTERS
SQUARE PLANTERS
RECTANGULAR PLANTER
RAILING PLANTER
MARBLE LOOK PLANTER
ROUND POT
NURSERY POT
STACK PLANTERS
HANGING PLANTERS
SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER
WALL PLANTER
CHINA PLANTERS
ROTO MOULDED PLANTER
WATER CANE
Other Products

[4 Photos for each category]

Different Product lines and Process:







Injection Molding Planters (250+ Products)
Rotational Molding Planters (50+ Products)
Blow Molding Planters (40+ Products)
Thermoforming Planters (5+ Products)
Fiber Glass Planters (25+ Products)
Iran Pots
(10+ Products)

Reach Out to Us Today
For the Rejuvenating Experience to your Garden, Get in touch with us now!

Garden’s Need

Contact Person: Gautam Malhotra

B-44, Double Story, CQR, Idgah Road
Near kabir Mandir, New Delhi, Delhi - 110006, India
(@designer mention Google Map Location)
+91-8048738107
01123517799, 23617799
Info@gardensneed.com
malhotra2202@gmail.com

https://www.gardensneed.in
[Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn]
(@designer Make Image of India Map with pointing footprint, 5000+ outlets
pan India: More than 100 cities,350 districts,5000 shops.)

10.
11. COVID US Stimulus Package Live Update: The House of Representatives approved a major
stimulus package that will provide $52 million to the city of Fontana and $101.8 million to
the Fontana Unified School District.

